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Beloved, 

 My gratitude to you for choosing interest within the Path 

of Life Blueprint with me. You’ll find within this document 

more info regarding this sacred space of transition, 

remembering and divine recalibration.  

 

This is a journey of deep empowerment, liberation and 

highest activation, created not only for your personal 

evolution and wellbeing, but for the evolution of our 

planet, humanity and all that is within our co-created 

universe.  

 

This is due to the practical steps herein, actualizing your 

innate and inherent abilities as a human, your power 

resurfacing and coming back to conscious awareness, to 

be embodied and fully remembered, through aligned 

action. 

 

When after reading this 

document you feel to 

join this sacred journey, 

you can book your free 

consult on messenger 

or zoom with me, where 

we will connect and 

discuss if you are ready 

for this journey at this 

point in time. I naturally 

trust your pull and deep 

desire to join me, we 

simply discuss whether you are in the full force space of 

commitment to a new reality for yourself NOW.   

 



EMAIL: blueprinttherapyworldwide@gmail.com. 

 

Any further questions & logistics can be addressed in your 

free private consult with me.  

Within loving anticipation to embrace your heart, your 

vision, your healing and your true freedom; 

 

Love, Isabelle Meiring 

 
 

 

 

mailto:blueprinttherapyworldwide@gmail.com


“…in my experience, this is the most rapid and real course I’ve 

come across in spiritual communities around the planet.  

Isabelle has spent years piecing together the active ingredients to 

lead one through from illusion into natural sovereignty in every 

way.  

Literally, just being in contact with her (we’ve never met in person) 

shifted my perception immediately. 

 

 It’s not something you can block... the effect of her, the teachings 

and the activations.. When you say yes to the sovereign journey 

with her, that’s it.  

 

This course has changed both mine and my partner’s life in every 

way.  

I pray that each person ready to step into REAL freedom, finds this 

course. I am and always will be grateful to 

Isabelle… 

Unlike other teachers I’ve had and courses 

I’ve been on – she is humble, yet strong.  

 

Other routes usually gave me a sense of 

looking for more afterwards.. but this gave 

me my own rememberance back and that 

has filled every part of my life. No more 

seeking..chasing.  Her information is 

integrated and pure. It’s nothing short of a 

miracle…” 
 Linda, (UK) 2016 

 (first cycle of the 

Born Free Course)  



"I met Isabelle just prior to my spiritual awakening, and she was 

actually the catalyst and the initiator and the activator of my true 

journey. 

 

She had sparked something within me that needed to be ignited, 

that needed to awaken from a long, long sleep state. 

Isabelle’s work - Is it is an immense blessing for our planet! 

 

It's like a razor sharp sword - just cutting through any illusion, 

through any limitation, 

through any old ways and constructs. 

She has greatly assisted me in recognizing my innate nature, 

my essence as an eternal being of light, and so much more… 

since working with her. 

 

You know, when I met her, she I was actually working in the 

banking industry. I was not in the spiritual field or healing field at 

all, and through her insights and her absolutely unparalleled ability 

to see one's blueprint, 

into one's energetic soul, 

essence and energetic bodies, 

she was able to guide me to where I am today as a complete, full 

time spiritual healer, teacher and an author! 

 

I cannot even describe the Magical, powerful, unparalleled 

abilities that this woman has, the light 

that she's able to hold in the physical 

form… Is absolutely beautiful and it is 

needed, 

I needed it. 

The collective needs it. 

 

I'm beyond grateful for all that she has 

done, the guidance throughout my 

journey as a mentor and as a guide. 

She enabled me to navigate my path 

with much more 



grace, with much more ease and really Accelerate my journey. 

 

It was possible because she would be the most divine bridge 

between myself and my divine self, and she would be able to 

bring forward truth and guidance that was needed at the exact 

moment. 

 

There is an innate alignment when you just meet someone that 

you are destined to meet at that point in time. 

So if you are called to work with her, if you are called to even 

cross Isabelle’s path! 

Let me tell you, this is no coincidence! 

 

This woman is magic…Beyond doubt, Beyond thought, beyond 

form. 

 

She is the epitome of a walking embodiment… Of the highest 

potential for humanity. 

For me, she is that. 

She's a friend, she's a guide, she is a needed vessel of the Divine. 

For you. And for the collective as well. 

 

Thank you, Isabelle, for all that you do! 

 

I'm honored and Immensely grateful…For who you are, 

What you have done, what you are doing, 

and what is still to come! 

 

Sending all of my love." 

Watch the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcnrH6knEfU 

 Riana (SA), 2021 

(Active journey over 

4 years)  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcnrH6knEfU&fbclid=IwAR3JZJXkWv-HlSpuSdTn7sFHe3WEl0QkDaJQD5LqmE2ikSycwMxS0VOK0WE


 

Joining this vortex will bring you a deep remembrance of how to reactivate your 

natural Birth-rights: A  free human being in radiant health & abundance, self-

empowered & sovereign, within a true and pure intention, serving not only your own 

path of self-realization and deep illumination, but also the true beneficial evolution 

of all that is; bringing peace & harmony back into our human co-creation, as an 

integral, divine individual, fully embodying your purpose and inherent vibration. 

 

This is how we are innately designed to exist.  

You are no exception to this – in fact, you have found this space of total expansion 

because you know this within the deepest parts of your natural being.  

The Life Blueprint 30 day Journey offers a straight and Clear Path to reconnect with 

your deep truth and embodiment – 

ALIGNED. LUCID. RADIANT. ACTIVE. CLEAR. NOURISHED. 

 

Blueprint Therapy is the process we use to pinpoint your most primary subconscious 

blocks. We dive deep to define and uncover what has been running the behaviours, 

thoughts and patterns in your life, one by one. This is no shortcut - yet we work at 

such a rapid pace, as we begin from the root upwards. 

We begin to replace your old blocks with a life-giving, fulfilling blueprint, in 

alignment with who you truly are, in your capability. 

 

 

http://www.lifeblueprinttherpy.com/workwithme


 

 

You will move consciously through all of your four bodies, realizing your fifth body of 

limitlessness dimension, activating your aligned potential within you.  

During this time period, you will be using the sacred tools of Vibrational Remedies 

and Alchemical essences to fully accelerate and recalibrate each phase of your 

transition.  

 

 The journey through the subconscious terrain in the many planes of the 

body and spirit, coupled with the deep knowledge and ancient practices, 

allows you to clear all your residual blocks, programming and conditioning 

acquired throughout your being. 

 

 It is from this space, where you claim your sovereignty and deep 

belonging in order to move through the rest of your life here on Earth with 

great purpose, bounty, power and deep reverence for your life. 
 

 

 

During this journey, the first phase of cellular clearing is greatly based on powerful 

journey work which begins to uproot subconscious patterning from the ROOTS in the 

body. During this time, you are fully conscious, and simply engaging.  

THIS PHASE INCLUDES (but not limited to) : 

 

 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT & CLEARING 

We find all the milestones and blocks which have settled in your subconscious 

as limiting beliefs in your reality. These include unconscious patterns, 

emotional self-sabotage and self-defeating blocks. We focus on Self Worth 

and Self Observation. 

 

 RELATIONSHIPS AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS 

We look at your relationships and how they have acted out passed dynamics 

and attachment systems which have left harming your relationships with your 

family, co-workers, friends or children. We take intensive care to weed out all 

the unconscious dynamics standing in between you and healthy relationships 

in your life. 

 

 ADDICTIONS AND COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOR 

We find the root and the reactions being suppressed through the act of your 

addictions or compulsive behaviours. We define what safety and familiarity 

has been given to the subconscious through the addiction. Once we allow it 

all to be released, we replace those behaviours with aligned patterns to your 

true self - without addiction or suppression. A game changer. 



 

 HEALTH & PHYSICAL BODY 

We pin point why your body has taken on an illness or disorder, and why it has 

become attached to that as part of its functioning system. 

This is no shortcut - yet we work at such a rapid pace, as we begin from the 

root upwards. 

We begin to replace your old blocks with a life-giving, fulfilling blueprint, in 

alignment with who you truly are, in your capability – replacing illness and 

imbalance with restoring your body to its most optimal functioning. 

 

 ANXIETY, DEPRESSION AND NERVOUS DISORDERS 

Here, we address deeply the patterns which solidified in your body due to 

familiar states like anxiety. We address fears and aversions, longing and self 

worth, sense of self, and more. We allow the body to come into a state of 

balance, and retrain the mind to find a homeostasis without using the illusion 

of fear-based reactions reverting to anxiety and nervous states. Depression - 

we address the loss of alignment with your sense of self, and uncover the 

layers that have suppressed your true nature. We align to passion and 

fulfillment, after releasing familiar patterns. 

 

 MONEY, FINANCIAL AND WORTH MENTALITY 

A truly primal and highly important factor within your subconscious Life 

Blueprint. We specifically define what your background Blueprint towards 

money is. This is the part of your mind which creates a relationship and 

reaction towards money, since childhood. Most people have a negative 

emotional bond with money which they are unaware of, and end up 

frustrated with their financial situations as adults, decade after decade. We 

find the roots, and begin to release these, allowing us to reprogram your 

deep seated relationship with money into a nourishing and endlessly positive 

one. It is a life-changing belief shift. 

 

 BUSINESS AND CAREER PURPOSE DIRECTION 

We look at how your personal patterns and sub conscious reality have been 

hindering progress in your finances, career and business, and apply 

techniques to allow you to fully align yourself to rediscovering how your 

business and career can fully nourish and support your authentic self. Business 

owners use this to align their vision and staff with new approaches towards 

the business. 

 

THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO WHAT WE CAN TRANSFORM. 

 

 

1. The Emotional Body & Cellular Conditioning (manufactured (unnatural/non-

sovereign) cellular conditioning and memory, uncovering the illusion) 

 

2. The Mental body (Thoughts & Beliefs solidified into the body and how it’s 

functions create your state of being into form & action)  

 



3. Light Body Activations (sacred Genetic Activations and Removals of illusion 

settlements within the body and bio-field, using key codes and meditative 

states) 

 

4. Final: Solidfying the full transitions into the action of the physical body.   

 

 

After the first phase of clearing is complete, you will continue on balancing each 

body into deep awareness of its function and its essence;  

so your divine blueprint and your divine DNA are activated and structured to their 

natural existence; in divine co-creation with the Universe, where one can co-create 

a harmonious unity within one’s self, within humanity, and within all that is.  

As harmony, balance & love within, automatically reflects this without. This occurs 

around DAY 15 when aligned action begins to take place within the physical body 

and presence in day to day.  

 

Realizing and activating the deep remembrance of your inner being will assist the 

activation of our entire existence, and release yourself as part of the whole from the 

karmic cycle; from fear & misery; patterning, addiction and self-sabotage, 

Allowing one to so realize true embodiment, abundance & bliss.  

 

All this will take place within the utmost ease and grace, utilising the remedies and 

the process work as the new paradigm energetic technology, running coherently 

alongside your inherent functioning abilities as you are designed to BE.  

The integrations reactivate your essential being. 

 

Isabelle has (by choice and graceful force) channelled and further formulated this 

universal wisdom, knowledge and deep practice for the past 12 years, into the 

processes and structured it into the work, as to hold space for the sacred nature of 

this deeply natural and pure process; which can only be embodied by those who 

commit to the journey of coming home to your true nature on Earth with clear 

intention.  

Her own lifelong journey through deep limitation, illusion, psycho-emotional trauma 

and suffering, served to bring her ever closer to her innate self, and her own gifts, 12 

years in professional practice, and to serve for many years to come – forever 

learning and forever mastering.  

 

The work moves on a divine pathway, which is paved through the uncovering of 

untruths, journeying through the realization and reactivation of the deep essential 

self, of your inherent functioning human DNA and bodily vessel;  

 

Through this remembering, within using visual form, meditation, genetic key codes, 

body journeys, emotional un-entanglement processes, uniquely formulated 

reprogramming practices for your specific hooks, universal mantras and so much 

more;  

we open the doors of our essential being, our essential purity, our essential heart 

once again and so reconnect with our true divine nature in a solid embodied way, 

all within ease and grace, to never “fall back” again.  



 

Because the path is already laid out for you, clear, innate and secure. This 

time vortex with Isabelle and Life Blueprint, forms a “ladder” out of the pits of 

“hell - confusion - doubt - ignorance - fear - etc…” and thus allow you the 

steps to take in order to ascend out of the stuck patterns, whether they are 

conscious or unconscious, and become deeper and deeper self-empowered 

and sovereign. The memory of the original divine functioning is still deeply 

held within your DNA, it is just dormant… so through simply following the 

guidance of the process and taking the responsibility to make these steps 

within your entire being, you will rise into the true vessel you already are; 

embracing completely & fully your expansive heart embodiment.  
 

 

 

As we move through the periods specified above, throughout the phases of the 

inherent bodies, you will be given the tools to embody and create your life from 

a place of deep sovereignty, clarity and expansiveness, through release and 

reactivation. 

 

 4 x WEEKLY 90 MINUTE  PRIVATE SESSIONS of rapid transformation processes 

and deep guidance (Value $990)  

 

 Your  FULL all-inclusive package of remedies and essences (Value $350+) 

 

 Your own unique PROTOCOL PDF for your personal remedy usage 

designed by Isabelle (Value $75) 

 

 2 x WEEKLY powerful integrative Audio Meditations directly from Isabelle, in 

order to keep momentum of your practice and shifts in between live 

sessions (Value $699) 

 

 ACCESS TO ISABELLE ON MESSANGER AND WHATSAPP as your personal 

Guide for immediate interventions and guidance (Priceless!)  

 

 FREE lifetime 25% off on all future programs and transformation material 

(Value $450+)  

 

http://www.lifeblueprinttherpy.com/workwithme


 YOU ALSO GAIN ACCESS TO: The FULL 8-Part 8-hour Journey into the 

rainbow Quantum Mastery Course (self-study audios) to assist your 

transition after the 30 days (Value: $199) 

 

 

This period has the power to become one of your greatest milestones in your life. 

It will mark a ‘before’ and ‘after’ within your individual journey here as a vessel of 

divine humanity. 

Read more below: 

 

 You will learn how to create the state of awareness to flow in alignment 

with your full sovereignty 

 You will Journey through your subconscious patterning, cellular memory & 

human mass conscious conditioning 

 You will receive 3 channelled Genetic Key Codes to print and work with  

 You will gain abundant awareness of your personal behaviours and 

choices and where they are rooted 

 You will receive processes that will enable your light body/bio-field to be 

expanded and cleared of dense masses and blocks 

 You will learn how to reprogram your thoughts and energetic bio-field 

 You will learn how to journey into the body in order to eradicate illness and 

symptomatic sickness 

 You will gain deeply profound awareness when accessing the roots of your 

personal belief system held within the cellular memory of your body 

 You will receive powerful healing activations to have your personal I AM 

power to flow in alignment with Source/God/the universe which will make 

it effortless for you to flow in daily life, doing good for yourself and the 

Earth around you. 

 You will receive the most incredible empowering rituals and meditations to 

clear your bio-field, enhance your life force and your will power, in RE-

MEMBRANCE. 

 You will integrate mantras and techniques for reprogramming your vessel, 

your mind and so much more. 
 

⚜ You will receive notifications and reminders where you will clearly see which days 

to start your sequences, practices and remedies.  

 

 

 

“Will This time Change Me/who I AM?” 

The answer is simple; “No.”  

It is understandable that when You go on a Journey, and You have a family or close 

circle of friends for example, that You might fear to evolve so much that this may be 

disrupted. The Truth is; You will only become ever more You. You will become a Purer 

version of You, a more Embodied version of You, a Clearer version of You, a more 

Satisfied and aligned version of You.  

https://www.lifeblueprinttherapy.com/journeyrainbow
https://www.lifeblueprinttherapy.com/journeyrainbow


As your state Rises, Any people and situations in Your Life that do not match the 

frequency of True expanded, conscious Love and your true benefit, will 

automatically dissolve, and Give You continuously More Space To Receive Ever 

Deeper Harmony, Joy and Unity.  

Isn’t that what we all are striving for? 

IT WILL change your facial expressions, some people experience eye colour 

changes, weight loss/gain. You body and being adjust to the most beneficial vessel 

for YOU.   

 

“Will I be able to make money/financial abundance & nourishment from this 

training?”  

The answer is “Yes, and almost immediately after.” Usually, already during, due to 

the higher frequencies that you’ll be allowing yourself to realise and embody, this will 

attract more abundance automatically.  

IF & when, of course, You put in the effort and make it happen into form. It becomes 

clear and directive energy which you begin to utilize within your aligned purpose. 

Abundance goes where Pure Intention & Realization of Self-Empowerment Is, and 

these topics will also be present often times during the sessions.  

 

NOTES:  

 

The structure built up for You, is Here to Give You the best example of support for You 

to go through this Life Blueprinting and REActivation in the utmost Ease.  

It is up to You how You feel to experience this. This Training is to Activate Self-

Empowerment and Authenticity in Pure Intention, and within the fact that You Are 

Here, I trust that You will Use the given structures and guidance wisely to the best of 

Your Own Expansion.  

 

*** Privacy Policy : This 30 day period is a private & safe setting. Your personal details, 

any emails, any processes or your personal sessions will stay private, solely for the use 

of the Isabelle’s administration and practicalities.  

 

 



 

To confim, you must first book a free call with Isabelle; this is your basic connection 

assessment, to see if you are truly ready at this very point in time.  

If you have already had this call and are receiving this information document, then it 

is trusted you are fully ready! This means you need no further connection call until 

you begin your journey! 

Please note: There is a maximum allowance of 3 people per 30 day cycle (per 

month), this to give the best personal support during this very essential part within 

everybody’s individual process.  

 

The Full 30 day journey comes At a TOTAL ESTIMATED VALUE* 

 

YET YOU RECEIVE THIS DEEP TRANSITION WORK AND ALL IT COMES WITH FOR AN 

 

 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER PAYMENT YOU INSTANTLY RECEIVE: 

 

1. YOUR INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED REMEDY PROTOCOL pdf 

2. ACCESS to Isabelle for supportive purposes 

3. YOUR REMEDIES WILL BE PACKED AND SENT TO YOU VIA COURIER within 3 Days 

4 Your FIRST 90-minute SESSION SCHEDULED with Isabelle 

 

 

Transactions can be made through Paypal or bank transfer. 

All 30 Day intensives are booked at least 2-3 weeks prior, dependant on space 

availability. READ MORE: 



Exchange fees are to be paid in full – OR a 50% deposit can be paid upon booking, 

with the remaining 50% to be settled before your start date with Isabelle.  

There are no other options for payment plans. 

 

It’s time to come home to your deepest essence on planet Earth. 

 

 

I can’t wait to walk with you! 
 

Xxx 

Isabelle 
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